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One of the great dreams that both illuminate and overshadow every field of study is the quest for the “miracle cure.” We all dream that somehow our own field of interest will transform the world. There are many ways in which this might happen: for example, we might discover a new principle. Among the paths to the miracle cure is that of making what was once expensive much cheaper and hence more accessible.

There is, however, an obstacle: we sometimes are misled into thinking that we have a miraculous remedy when it is really neither miraculous nor a remedy for the disease on which we focus our attention. This obstacle may, nevertheless, be turned to our advantage if our “miracle” has other good uses.

In the following discussion we discuss a tool new to distance education and set forth some considerations from knowledge management and consider how its findings apply to distance education. In particular, we are concerned with the correcting imagery too often used by those who design, implement, and maintain Web-based learning systems. We believe that existing imagery is dysfunctional and leads to inappropriate use of some tools, while also contributing to a failure to use other powerful tools at all.

THE ADVENT OF THE WEB AND SPREAD OF A MISCONCEPTION

The idea of distance education is, of course, very old (see, e.g., Börje 1977). Until recently, the major vehicle by which such education was conducted was correspondence through postal mail. The student was expected to have the required text or other materials, and to follow the teacher's instructions, largely on his or her own. Interaction was typically slow and rare.

At first, it appears that digital communication technologies have changed the landscape of distance learning, if not that of higher education as a whole (see Benbunan-Fich et al. 2001 and Eastman and Swift 2001). Timing had it that this event occurred so that many instructors’ first experience with digital media came on the World Wide Web (WWW or “Web”; see Berners-Lee et al. 1994).

As a way to introduce instructors to digital media, the Web had peculiarities. Resting on the platform of the Internet, the WWW's seemingly cost-free global reach quickly became the primary locus of “instant feedback” and “live” media. In addition, the digital nature of the Web allowed apparently limitless, perfect storage and reproduction of content. “Peer-to-peer” chat rooms and chat clients added to the focus on immediacy. The fact that the Web was a hypertext system was so pervasive that it became almost invisible to many users.

In short, the advent of digital media at almost the same time as that of the WWW resulted in a popular misconception that communication had suddenly become primarily quick, cheap, entertaining, and perfect. This was to begin a terminological malfunction that continues to the present day.

Although the arrival of the WWW seemed to resolve many difficulties, in fact, as we shall argue, this was not true. Worse, it was highly misleading, and the nature of the resulting misconceptions was already well-known in the emerging field of knowledge management (for a general review of which, see Drucker et al. 1998).

The first and perhaps most serious problem was a terminological one. At many institutions, an instructor would volunteer or be assigned to teach a course “over the Web” (see, for example, Kaynama and Keesling 2000). The task was often called an assignment to “develop course materials”, in turn shortened (fataly) to “develop a course.” In a common form of the work, the instructor prepared a set of HTML pages and accompanying interaction devices. For interaction, such systems as chat rooms, listserv mailing lists, news groups, and simple instructor-maintained mailing lists were used. Other products that were tried included on-line group systems, such as eRoom. An industry, with players such as Blackboard, e-Education (now Jones Knowledge), and Web CT, sprang up.

In all these developments, the image was that the instructor developed a “course.” The Web site, together with its supporting materials, was considered to be, and mentioned as, a “course” (note the title of Kaynama and
Keesling, op. cit., apparently describing both a new course and the offering of the course. A superior model is suggested by El Saddik, Fischer and Steinmetz 2001.

In truth, imagery could never match reality. When an institution such as a university offers a course, there is (even from a legal viewpoint) a single offering, with specific students enrolled in that offering. The course, no matter how asynchronous, ultimately begins and ends. It is limited in both duration and enrollment. Such courses are not comparable to the on-line learning materials provided (often at considerable cost) by various companies and institutions (see, for a free example, W3Schools at http://www.w3schools.com).

Part of the reason for the wide adoption of the casual but misleading terminology about on-line “courses” was that this phrasing played directly into the hands of administrators seeking institutional command, storage, and re-use of the “course.” In reality, to the extent that materials were reusable from offering to offering or from student to student, the instructor was merely composing and storing instructional materials, much as if he or she were writing a textbook. (Eastman and Swift 2001, for example, are careful about the terminology, but the pervasiveness of the word “course” in their article may give the casual reader a misleading impression: e.g., “…how professors can best use a Web-exclusive online course”, p. 27 – 28.)

**COMMON USES OF THE WEB IN ONLINE INSTRUCTION**

One well-established and important application of Web-based learning is in situations where we wish to convey well-structured, noncontroversial material whose acquisition proceeds in small steps with frequent rote drill (for a well-developed example, see Sweeney and Ingram 2001). Learning languages, some mathematical techniques, and similar topics seem to be handled well by Web-based learning, particularly when the units of instruction are compact and feedback is frequent.

Thus the availability of the Internet (through the WWW) offers instructors, especially in the distance education arena, tools which ameliorate some problems, such as quality of reproduction, and seem to help with some others, such as cost of transmission, perhaps immediacy, and probably to some extent with immediacy of feedback in structured situations. But the new technologies also have given rise to a casual confusion in terminology, whereby course materials seem to become the course.

**THE NATURE OF THE WORLD WIDE WEB**

We now emphasize the most important feature of the WWW: it is a hypertext system (see above all Nelson 1987, Nielsen 1990, and Landow 1997). Without this feature, there would be none of what we call the World Wide Web (compare the Gopher system, which has all of the features of the Web except hypertext; see, e.g., Berkman 1993).

Even today, the WWW remains primarily a hypertext system – its value lies in the links. Pictures, videos, music, and other dense content can be delivered more efficiently through other transmission media.

Landow 1997 (p. 36 f.) points out something important: hypertext systems have the important property that they “decenter” the information-reception experience. This turns out to have profound implications for communication, as Landow reiterates frequently. Among the implications are not only that learning through hypertext systems is not simply sequential, but also that it is less culture-centered and chauvinistic. To make a Web site that is inaccessible to an audience because of technology or language barriers (to name only two examples of such barriers) is to vitiate the purpose of hypertext. Although the value of hypertext is primarily in linkage, the decentering arising from the profusion of links is also valuable for many reasons, including its inherent thrust towards creativity and new connections for concepts not previously connected.

The leading student of Web usability who has actual data to back his results is Jakob Nielsen (see his web site at http://www.useit.com). Nielsen, much in the spirit of Nelson and Landow, advocates careful attention to usability, and supports simple, clean page designs (see also Nielsen 2000) with a minimum of graphics and other bandwidth-heavy decorations.

Nielsen (see numerous articles at his site) has particularly advocated the view that the greatest value of Web sites is their links. In general, this makes sense, since it reinforces the view that the distinctive feature of hypertext is not decoration but linkage.

If the value of the Web is thought by its creators and by those who have studied Web usage to be in linkage and not in ornamentation or animation, what implications does this have for distance education over the Web?
Part of the emerging discipline of knowledge management is focused on “data mining” (see, e.g., Swift 2001), in which we extract knowledge from large data sets, primarily by statistical and other similar methods. These techniques work with data that is rather well structured. Although the construction and transmission of large data sets about customers, products, and other major business features is facilitated by the Internet, it is not necessary. Data mining and similar techniques also do not have much direct bearing on education, except in providing guidance for the marketing of educational services and products.

Knowledge management, however, embraces more than data mining. There exists also a large class of knowledge-management and acquisition systems for use with “unstructured”, “free-form” information. Early examples included listservs (see, e.g., Keating 1999 ch. 2), newsgroups (ibid.), mailing lists (ibid.), and chat rooms (ibid.). The older technologies have some disadvantages, particularly in the area of controlling response time and memory. Chat rooms are too accessible for some uses where we want well-structured and thoughtful contributions, and typically do not provide long-term archiving. E-mail-based technologies provide slower response time, encouraging more thought, but place archiving functions at the mercies of individual users.

Beginning with the ideas of Ward Cunningham (see Leuf and Cunningham 2001), systems have emerged in which contributions can have prompt but not frivolous speed, and can be archived conveniently (see also on “blogging”, Stone 2000). These techniques, when combined with a suitable search engine (of which there are many freely available), can be used to accumulate, disseminate, and access information. Here we call these applications “text-logging” systems, although one can use multimedia if needed, because the systems are built on HTML platforms.

Industry experience with text-logging systems shows that they are powerful in use. They are excellent tools for stimulating creative thought in work groups (see Leuf and Cunningham, op. cit., and Thoeny 2001 and the references there); such systems are in fact widely used in enterprises where creative and developmental work is at a premium and must be done by teams.

University education, particularly marketing education, is not mere rote memorization. It is not now, and never has been easy; the spectacular success of American higher education in spreading high levels of learning through a broad spectrum of social and geographical destinations does not mean that suddenly someone has discovered the “royal road” to learning.

For distance education at the university level, the Web offers some splendid opportunities. We have enumerated some above, but the enumeration is always of aspects of learning that can be achieved in other ways, using other technologies. The Web appears to be simply an alternative route to the implementation of existing capabilities.

There is the one thing, however, that the Web can do that cannot be conveniently and efficiently done any other way: that is to stimulate and record thoughtful discussion. This is not inherently a distance function, but a group function. Sullivan 2001 provides a useful and powerful set of guidelines for “content management” (the branch of knowledge management primarily concerned with knowledge expressed in text). Consider how Sullivan’s guidelines are met by text-logging systems.

Make metadata king: this means that there needs to be information about information. In higher education, the date, the authorship of the contribution, and indexing of the substantive content must be provided. With a search engine, the text-logging systems permit this.

Know the user: provide information about users in the form of user profiles (citing Kuflik and Shoval 2000). Provided participants in the text-logging application are identified, this requirement is also met by text-logging.

Control access to the content: as with traditional university classes, in which admission is by enrollment or the courtesy of the instructor, text-logging systems typically are used behind firewalls (although some examples of “blogs” are not).

Support rich searching: this is a typical and major feature of text-logging systems, and can be provided either by a publicly available Web-search engine (such as Google, Alta Vista, Northern Light, Lycos, or any of many others), or can be provided by a server-based rich-search tool such as awk, gawk, or any other software that supports regular expressions.

Keep content timely, automatically: this is precisely what text-logging systems do, essentially by definition.

Sullivan concludes with the following profoundly optimistic note:
Free-form text is often called unstructured, but that term is a misnomer. Language's rich structure succinctly represents complex concepts and relationships, but to effectively access that information requires techniques that account for that structure and let users bridge the gap from their interests to information retrieval...

As long as we use language, we will always use words with multiple meanings and concepts expressed with a variety of words, as well as confront constantly less than perfect precision and recall. Making the implicit explicit through metadata; modeling user interests; protecting access to content; supporting search, organization, and navigation tools; and keeping content up to date all chip away at the inherent structural problems of dealing with large volumes of unstructured texts.

Despite some literature that argues for Web-based learning crystalized into bite-sized chunks, with instant feedback, university learning is not all of that kind. University learning has, for many centuries, been conveyed in language, and has typically not encouraged random, undirected contributions by anyone who happens to walk through a door. That kind of learning is a legitimate, appropriate kind of learning, but it is not the reason we give courses and degrees. Applying the Web to “instant learning” situations is not distinctive, and experience shows increasingly that it is not particularly productive.

We have university-level learning to provide rich, challenging experiences; with text-logging tools, we have an additional means by which we can more precisely control the level of challenge and stimulate creative, insightful thought.
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